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RESEARCHRESEARCH

Through research I learned that there are a lot of 
positives and negatives about the adoption 
system. I initially researched general adoption 
statistics such as: males are adopted more often, 
the most common age to get adopted is around 2 
years old, and 1 in 35 children are adopted in the 
United States (US Adoption Statistics | Adoption 
Rates In The US) (20K Children Placed Infographic 
- AdoptUSKids). Out of adopted children, 55% are 
adopted out of foster care, 22% are adopted right 
after birth, and 23% are adopted by extended 
family (“Children Adopted from Foster Care”).

There can be long term effects that occur within 
children that are adopted because of the guilt, 
loss, shame, identity crisis, and rejection within the 
foster care system and adoption system. These 
emotions can carry on into behavioral issues such 
as PTSD, anxiety,  ADD/ADHD, bipolar, social 
anxiety, etc., but this isn’t the case with all adopted 
children. Generally, a child will develop these 
symptoms, called Adopted Child Syndrome, if they 
had a traumatic life before or during foster care, if 
their adoptive parents didn’t teach them about 
being adopted or care for them in the correct way, 
or if they have a disturbed family life (“Seven Core 
Issues in Adoption and Permanency”). 

When it comes to parenting a child that is 
adopted, transparency, communication, and care 
are very important. A parent should be telling a 
child that they are adopted as soon as they can 
and to explain it in a way that makes sense at every 
age group. When a child starts getting older, it’s 
likely that they will be asking a lot more questions 
about their adoption, and it’s best for parents to 
tell their children everything they know even if it’s 
hard to talk about. Children might also be 
interested in taking genetics tests or meeting their 
birth families. This is often the hardest aspect for 
parents to go through because they feel that their 
kid is “leaving them”. Parents need to be very open 
and communicative within this step to make sure 
no resentment or tension is created within the 
family (“When to Tell a Child They Are Adopted”).

It was also important for me to interview those in 
my life that are adopted to get another 
perspective into the adoption system. I 
interviewed 4 people in total and asked a variety of 
questions to learn about their lives. 
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What Does Age Have to Do With Adoption? | Partners for Our Children. https://partnersforourchildren.org/blog/what-does-age-have-do-adoption-0. Accessed 26 Oct. 2022.

20K Children Placed Infographic
- AdoptU

SKids.

1.  How old are you?
2. What age were you adopted? If you were older, 

do you remember anything from before you 
were adopted?

3. At what age did you find out you were adopted? 
How did you find out?

4. Overall, would you say you had a positive or 
negative childhood experience with your 
adoptive families?

5. Have you contacted or thought about 
contacting birth parents?

6. What were the emotions/experiences like 
between you and your adoptive family if you did 
reach out to your birth family?

7.  Would you adopt children if you had the 
chance?

8. What is your relationship with your adoptive 
families now? Birth families if possible?

9. What advice would you give to adopted kids or 
parents looking to adopt to make the adoption 
process easier/healthier?

Out of the 4 that I interviewed, all were male, two 
were in their early 20s, one was in their teens, and 
one was in their 50s. Some important insights that I 
gathered from these interviews influenced my final 
product:

- ”I felt so different from my family, even as a kid.”
- ”I never felt like I had my own things”
- ”Home didn’t feel like home because of 

language my parents would use”
- ”Race was a big issue and challenge in my family 

because I’m Black and they’re White, I rarely felt 
understood.”

- ”Discussions about birth family was always a 
sensitive topic”
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HMW

OPPORTUNITIES AND PARAMETERS

How might we aid adopted children and adoptive parents in the family 
integration process through a designed product?

From generating a range of opportunities,  I  set up the parameters for my project.  I  
wanted to create a digital  product because I never had before and I wanted to learn 
those ski l ls .  The parameters for my intended user changed throughout my project.  It 
was initial ly supposed to just be something children would use,  then it turned into 
children and parents,  and I ended with the user being just the parent(s).  I  also set up 

I knew that I  also wanted to focus on bringing positivity,  clarity,  and a voice to the 
adoption system. I  also kept in mind of how my topic fits into The Commons and how I 
wanted to achieve that.  My topic fits into The Commons through reproduction of care 
and the commons on communication and knowledge.  

I  felt that I  had a lot of opportunities and ideas going into this project.  I  generated 
ideas ranging from creating a family connection game, introducing a new way to 
approach the adoption system, adoption therapy sessions,  adoption social  media,  
adoption groups at schools,  creating a family album, an informational platform, 
adoption “merch”,  etc.  

My opportunities and set parameters led me to my How Might We statement.

HMW How might we aid adopted children and ado
integration process through a designed pro

ITIES AND PARAMETERS
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DESIGN PROCESSDESIGN PROCESS

My design process always starts with thinking and research.  After researching,  I  
often start to generate ideas,  create wire frames,  and look at precedents for what I  
may want to achieve.  After I ’ve decided on a direction that I  want to go,  then I  wi l l  
start to organize my research into drawings.  My drawings wil l  go through several  
iterations before coming to my final  and wil l  often show me aspects that I  didn’t  
real ize before.  Throughout my project,  I  was sti l l  performing research to broaden my 
perspective.  
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Take a break from the day and get your body 

moving! Take the family out for a walk around the 

neighborhood or to the park. 

ages 3-6
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elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 

laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi 

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 

ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea 

commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure 

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie 

consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 

at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui 

blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis 

dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
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adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod 
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commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure 

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie 

consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis 
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Help your kids feel welcomed into the home by 

letting them help you rearrange the furniture 

and pick out new decor. 

INITIAL WIRE FRAMING

FIRST PROTOTYPE
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THE PRODUCT - WeAdoptTHE PRODUCT - WeAdopt

I have decided to focus on the moment 
when a child is adopted and brought into 
their adoptive families and how they can 
easily integrate into these families at any 
age through an online platform and 
experience.

The platform experience I will create will 
be intended for parental use. Parents will 
be able to download the app before or 
after they adopt, and use it accordingly. 
There will be a variety of activities that 
families will be able to participate in, which 
is the main focus of the app. Some of the 
activities are from the Insights I gained 
through my interview process. Parents will 
be able to “capture memories” during their 
activities to look back on. Lastly, parents 
will be able to communicate with other 
adoptive parents through a forum and 
access a variety of adoption resources. 
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welcome page

takes the parents do their daily takes the parents do their daily 
activity or task for the day to activity or task for the day to 

complete with their child/children. complete with their child/children. 
Parents should adapt each activity Parents should adapt each activity 

according to age and according to age and 
physical/mental ability according as physical/mental ability according as 

they see fit. Opportunity to add they see fit. Opportunity to add 
photos or comments to the date to photos or comments to the date to 

look back onlook back on

takes parents to their takes parents to their 
“memories” “memories” 

homepage where they homepage where they 
can preview past can preview past 
memories from memories from 

activities that they’ve activities that they’ve 
done with their done with their 

familiesfamilies

takes parents to a forum takes parents to a forum 
message board where parents message board where parents 
can ask a questions and replies can ask a questions and replies 
can be made within that thread. can be made within that thread. 

This is a way for adoptive This is a way for adoptive 
parents to connect, share tips, parents to connect, share tips, 

and ask questions around and ask questions around 
adoptionadoption

The Forum

“my calendar”

“my memories”

PLATFORM FLOW

Profile

parents will be able to view their parents will be able to view their 
information as well as their child’s information as well as their child’s 

information. They can send their child’s information. They can send their child’s 
chart to anyone they would like and chart to anyone they would like and 
they will be able to access the child’s they will be able to access the child’s 
info and memories. Parents can find info and memories. Parents can find 

multiple adoption resources within their multiple adoption resources within their 
profile too.profile too.
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CHILD ADOPTED BY 
EXTENDED FAMILY

CHILD LEARNS THAT 
THEY ARE ADOPTED

FAMILY INTEGRATION PROCESS CONTINUES

CHILD IMMEDIATELY 
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ADOPTED 

FAMILY INTEGRATION PROCESS CONTINUES

PLACED IN 
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ADOPTION
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ADOPTION
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SEARCH AND 
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READJUSTMENT 
PERIOD

BIRTH PARENT 
SEARCH AND 

GENETIC TESTING

PARENT DOWNLOADS PARENT DOWNLOADS 
WeAdoptWeAdopt

READJUSTMENT 
PERIOD

CHILD LEARNS THAT 
THEY ARE ADOPTED

PARENT DOWNLOADS PARENT DOWNLOADS 
WeAdoptWeAdopt

TRANSFERRED OUT 
OF FOSTER PARENTS 

HOME

PLACED BACK INTO 
THE  FOSTER CARE 

SYSTEM 

CHILD ADOPTED 
FROM FOSTER 

FAMILY OR RIGHT 
OUT OF THE SYSTEM

THEY MAY KNOW 
THEY ARE ALREADY 

ADOPTED, OR 
FOSTER PARENTS 
WILL TELL THEM

READJUSTMENT 
PERIOD

CURIOSITY OR 
SEARCH OF BIRTH 
PARENTS, GENETIC 

TESTING

FOSTER PARENT FOSTER PARENT 
DOWNLOADS DOWNLOADS 

WeAdopt EVEN IF WeAdopt EVEN IF 
THEY DON’T ADOPT THEY DON’T ADOPT 

TO PROVIDE A BETTER TO PROVIDE A BETTER 
EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE

PARENT DOWNLOADS PARENT DOWNLOADS 
WeAdoptWeAdopt

SUPPLEMENTAL RESEARCH DRAWINGSUPPLEMENTAL RESEARCH DRAWING
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IMPACTIMPACT

I picture this app being able to be integrated into our everyday lives. The Foster care 
system/adoption system and therapists would notify new adoptive parents of this platform before 
or when they adopt a child. My hope is that it will help adoptive families be able to connect, learn 
from each other, make memories, learn from the resources provided, and to help adoptive parents 
learn how to be the best they can be for their adopted child, no matter the circumstances. I want 
this app to help adopted children feel understood and heard when it comes to discussing their 
difficulties and questions, and for this understanding to come from their families. My family is the 
most important thing to me, and I want others to feel the same. 
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